Bow it All V3.0 Features & Upgrades
Zutter Innovative Products and Stacy Nicholas are pleased to introduce the Bow-it-All V3.0 with added
features and upgrades that make it the world’s first and only Ultimate Bow Making Tool! The Bow-it-All
V3.0 is still “elite and petite” at 11” x 7” and has many of the same great features of the original Bow-itAll and the Bow-it-All V2.0. Now it’s even better!
Bow-it-All V3.0
Added Features and Upgrades
1. New Color Scheme – The Bow-it-All V3.0 comes in an eye-popping black and white color
scheme. This will really stand out on your crafting table!
2. White Injection Molded Base –The new injection molded base board includes eight integrated
peg storage channels plus a snug slot to store the wrench. In fact, wrench storage will be
available on both sides of the board! Now you have safe and secure storage for these much
needed items. The base has an improved silkscreened ruler that includes both inches and
centimeters for measurements on the fly.
3. Black EVA Rubber Work Surface – Black EVA rubber provides a cleaner, color-contrasting and
soft work surface for more ease in handling ribbons and other materials. Voila! Flip over the
Bow-it-All V3.0 board for a perfect crafting surface. Approx. size 11” x 4”.
4. Non-Glare Metal Plate with 60 Peg Holes – Non-glare metal eliminates glare on the surface so
measurements are easier to read and crafting is easier on the eyes. The new plate has been
upgraded to 60 peg holes (you read that right – 60!) that are ½” apart. What this means for
bow-making fans is unlimited bow making possibilities. From triple-layered to multi-colored
bows, unique hair bows and trims, tassels and edgings to and pom-poms, ribbon flowers and
extra EXTRA large bows and more! Our creative development team is working endlessly to
maximize the creative options with the Bow-it-All 3.0 and all the add-on accessories.
5. Bow-it-All V3.0 Supplemental Manual with Original Bow-it-All Owner’s Manual - The Original
Bow-it-All manual is included, containing all of the basic instructions for using any version of the
Bow-it-All (V1.0, V2.0 and V3.0) plus it contains detailed instructions and techniques for
creating a variety of bows and other important information. The Bow it All V3.0 supplemental
manual will include information pertinent to V3.0.
6. Clear Rubber Non-Slip Feet –Non-slip feet give the Bow-it-All V3.0 greater stability and ends
slipping and sliding on your crafting table!
7. New Slide Off “Helping Hand” Clips - Keep ribbons secure on the Helping Hands pegs with the
new “slide-off” Helping Hand clips. These clips can also be used to hold ribbon on any of the
locking pegs while creating bows. To use the Helping Hands clips, apply thumb pressure against
the clip while supporting the Helping Hands pegs with forefinger pressure. Do not force the clip
on as this could break the clip and bend the peg. IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT pull the new clips
off of the pegs; doing may bend the peg and damage the board. Instead, slide the Helping Hand
clips straight up and off the pegs.

To view step by step video on how to use these new improved Helping Hand clips, visit our
Video section on our website at www.bowitall.com or www.bowitallbyzutter.com . You can also
visit us at our You Tube Channel at www.youtube.com/c/BowitAll . While there, be sure to
subscribe to our You Tube Channel so you will be the first to see the newest Bow-it-All videos
and projects.

